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Picture + Word Boards for Intermediate Reading & Vocabulary Learning  

Intermediate-Game 21  presents contrasts among initial consonant sounds and 
combinations (blends or clusters) in rhyming and similar-sounding words. After their  

consonant sound(s), all the words contain the vowels  /E/ or / e/.  They all end in /d/ or /t/.             
Not all possible consonant combinations are on the boards; spellings that do appear are 
the most frequent.  Other possible spellings for these sounds in initial positions may be        

included in the Sound/Letter Charts at the bottom.     
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Intermediate-Level Game 22  presents more contrasts among initial consonant sounds                
and combinations (blends or clusters) in rhyming and similar-sounding words.                      

After the beginning consonant sound(s), all the words contain the complex /A/ or /E/                 
vowel sounds before /r/. A few two-syllable words are included.  
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Picture + Word Boards for Intermediate Reading & Vocabulary Learning  

Intermediate  Game  23  offers contrasts among final consonant sounds/combinations.                
It includes most voiced-voiceless pairs—/b/ vs. /p/, /d/ vs. /t/, /g/ vs. /k/, /v/ vs. /f/. /th/ 
vs. /th/, /z/ vs. /s/, /ch/ vs. /j/.—and voiced sounds /m n ng l r/.  The sounds in each pair 
are pronounced the same except that the first involves the use of the vocal cords (voicing), 
and the second does not. Vowel sounds of words ending in voiced consonants take more 

time to pronounce (sound “longer”) than vowels of words with voiceless sounds at the end.  
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Intermediate-Level Game 24  shows more contrasts among final consonant sounds                   
and combinations. The same voiced-voiceless pairs appear as in the previous game,                  

but they are often together with other consonant sounds.  

There are also words that include an added syllable for the plural ending—                        
as well as  words that simply add the /z/ or /s/ sound. There are also some                        

regular past-tense verb forms and a two-syllable compound word.  
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Advanced-Game 29  presents contrasts among both initial and final consonant sounds                
and combinations (blends or clusters) in one-syllable words. Various kinds of sounds                 
are included: the voiced-voiceless “stops” / b p d t g k /, the sibilants and combined 

sounds / v f D T s z S dZ tS /, and the unpaired sounds / m n r l w y /.  
The items contain most but not all spellings of each sound.  The sound-symbol and letter 

chart at the bottom of each board displays only those sounds with variable spellings.                 
There are a few spelling rules below the contrasting Game  items.  
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Advanced-Level Game 31  contrasts the pronunciation and spelling of medial vowel                  
sounds and clusters or blends (consonant sound combinations) in two-syllable words.                

At the beginning or end of stressed syllables, most of the sounds have the same 
pronunciation as in one-syllable words. In medial position, however, the “stops”  / p t k /   
do not include a puff of air. In fact, the / t / sound at the end of a stressed syllable sounds 

very much like the / d / sound.  
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Advanced Game 32  offers common words with unusual spellings, such as the letters                 
ch  for the / S / in chef, the letter k  before a back vowel in the word skunk,  or the ce                 

in licorice, pronounced / S /.  Many of the words include silent letters (consonants that are             
not pronounced).  These exceptional spellings can occur in initial, medial, and final word 

positions. Some examples of combinations that include silent consonants are sc-  as                 
in scissors  or scene, -st-  as in listen  or moisten, and wh- as in whole  or who.                     

(In these words the letters c, t,  and w  are not pronounced.)  


